
The best way to enjoy natural wine is to try
to forget everything you think you know about

wine and start afresh.

Funky Star

Producer: Bodegas Cueva

Country: Spain

Region: Valencia

Type: Orange

Grape: Tardana, Macabeo

Body: Light

Sugar residual: Dry

Serving Temperature: chilled off the

fridge (15 minutes before drinking)

Occasion: Aperitif | Light meals | Sea

food | Veggies

Staff tasting note: A wine made with

Tardana and Macabeo, which provides a

refreshing taste. The grapes are

harvested in two stages, between

September and October. An orange

wine with polished tannins and a

delicate acidity that accompanies a

long drink and a pleasant finish.

Curious Fact: The type of wine "orange"

is a bit of a misnomer because this wine

isn’t made with oranges.

It’s a type of white wine made by leaving

the grape skins and seeds in contact

with the juice, creating a deep orange-

hued finished product.

orange
Producer: Calalta

Country: Italy

Region: Veneto

Type: Red

Grape: Cabernet Franc

Body: Light

Sugar residual: Dry

Serving Temperature: slightly chilled

Occasion: Everyday red wine

Staff tasting note: Onbrìa is a wine 

made with Cabernet Franc. You get 

crisp black fruits, some crunchy tannins 

and some bite. It’s structured but 

massively fresh, and a long way from 

heavy. One of those lighter reds (12.5% 

abv) which is just gorgeous with food. It 

has a beautiful, almost ethereal, scent 

which enhances what’s on the plate, but 

with the grip to match anything which is 

not too overpowering.

Lighter reds are now fighting back in 

many of the regions of north Italy, and 

now almost everywhere else. It is 

perhaps one of the great legacies of 

natural wine. This is a lovely wine to 

chilled it down and enjoy.

onbria



GOOD BOOKS ABOUT WINE

Natural Wine: An introduction to organic and biodynamic wine 

- by Isabelle Legeron

Wine Folly  

- by Madeline Puckette y Justin Hammack

Amber Revolution: How the World Learned to Love Orange Wine

  - by Simon J Woolf
These books are all available on Amazon

Producer: Los Comuns

Country: Spain

Region: Catalonia

Type: Red Sparkling

Grape: Cariñena

Body: Medium

Sugar residual: Dry

Serving Temperature: chilled

Occasion: fancy trying something 

different than usual. This is fun!

erràtica

Staff tasting note: Errática is the 

"sparkling experiment wine" of Los 

Comuns, a small winery located in 

Priorat (Catalonia), which normally 

makes natural red wines with a classic 

profile. People can actually taste this 

wine only by visiting their winery or at 

wine fairs, as we did in Barcelona earlier 

on February. We loved it. This wine is 

joyful, lively with incredible energy, just 

like the producer himself Augustí that 

kindly gave us a few bottles. You get an 

explosion of black ripe fruit that goes 

perfectly with a nice fizzy sensation in 

the mouth. This is fun and we can't get 

enough of it!

Producer: Zanotto

Country: Italy

Region: Veneto

Type: Sparkling

Grape: Glera (Prosecco) + Merlot

Body: Light

Sugar residual: Dry

Serving Temperature: chilled off the

fridge

Occasion: Aperitif | Light meals |

Celebrating

Staff tasting note: Our most sold-out

sparkling wine. This is a prosecco meets

rosé. Easy, nice and good fizzy bubbles.

You'll enjoy each sip.

Curious Fact: The original Prosecco

wasn’t the sweet, fruity, bubbly we know

today. Find out more about “Col Fondo”

or “Rifermentato in Bottiglia,” a funky,

cloudy Prosecco unlike any other.

In contrast to the more familiar, filtered

Prosecco, there is less sweetness in Col

Fondo. And, unlike Champagne, there is

no disgorgement. The resulting wine is

cloudy and has a funky, even sour nose

and flavor, with yeasty sediment settling

on the bottom of the bottle. A few even

have a pleasantly bitter, lingering

aftertaste. Col Fondo Prosecco wines

are frizzante rather than spumante, so

slightly less fizzy as well.

nude

Producer: Vega Aixalà

Country: Spain

Region: Catalonia

Type: White | Orange

Grape: Garnacha Blanca

Body: Medium

Sugar residual: Dry

Serving Temperature: chilled off the

fridge (15 min before)

Occasion: Meat | Veggie Stew

Staff tasting note: A wonderful orange

wine thanks to a maceration of 7 days

with the skins and an ageing of 4

months in amphora clay. Vineyards at

860 m above sea level where the heat of

the day and the coolness of the night

provide a very balanced acidity,

resulting in a very tasty wine, full and

lively, with a long persistence in the

mouth, leaving a pleasant aftertaste.

emma orange

https://www.amazon.es/Madeline-Puckette/e/B015ESYG9S?ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1&qid=1639819692&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.es/Simon-J-Woolf/e/B07RWPMCP8/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1


please note that a few packs may contain two 
of these wines due to limited stock. they're 

same quality and type.

Funky Star

Producer: Aprhros

Country: Portugal

Region: Vinho Verde

Type: Red

Grape: Vinhão

Body: Light

Sugar residual: Dry

Serving Temperature: about 18ºC
Occasion: Light meals | Everyday wine

Staff tasting note: From Portugal's 

popular Vinhos Verde region comes this 

juicy, low-alcohol red wine in time for 

spring. It is delicious and so easy to drink 

that it surprises with every sip. We love 

to share it when we have company as it 

is a very enjoyable bottle to drink with 

friends. Ideal to get closer to natural 

wines, Vinhão is a red wine that we 

recommend to drink a little cool to give 

power to its fruit juice. It has a little 

residual CO2 at the beginning so you 

will notice some very light bubbles that 

will make things even more fun.

Vinhão
 Producer: La Salada

Country: Spain

Region: Catalonia

Type: White

Grape: Xarelo, Chardonnay

Body: Light

Sugar residual: Dry

Serving Temperature: chilled

Occasion: Everyday white wine wine

Staff tasting note: Original, elegant 

and delicate on the palate. This is a dry 

white wine from Catalonia. That kind of 

easygoing wine that you can enjoy any 

time of the week. Pagès Content is a 

very well-known white wine in the world 

of natural wine. We love it!
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